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Abstract.
An optics-free method is proposed to generate X-ray radiation with spatially variant
states of polarization via an afterburner extension to a Free Electron Laser (FEL).
Control of the polarization in the transverse plane is obtained through the overlap of
different coherent transverse light distributions radiated from a bunched electron beam
in two consecutive orthogonally polarised undulators. Different transverse profiles are
obtained by emitting at a higher harmonic in one or both of the undulators. This
method enables the generation of beams structured in their intensity, phase, and
polarization - so-called Poincare´ beams - at high powers with tunable wavelengths.
Simulations are used to demonstrate the generation of two different classes of light
with spatially inhomogeneous polarization - cylindrical vector beams and full Poincare´
beams.
1. Introduction
Polarization is important when considering light’s interaction with matter. The majority
of past research has concentrated on light with polarization which does not vary with
transverse spatial coordinate, such as linear, elliptical or circular polarization. However,
there has been growing interest in vector, or Fully Structured Light (FSL) beams
with spatially-varying polarization states [1, 2, 3] which can have additional, beneficial
properties for a number of applications. For example, beams with radially orientated
linear polarization can be focused more tightly than those with spatially homogeneous
linear polarization, with applications in laser machining, optical nano-probing, and
nano-lithography [4, 5, 1]. Beams with transversely structured polarization have also
been shown to propagate more stably in self-focussing nonlinear media [6]. In general,
the ability to control both the intensity and the polarization of FSL beams may provide
a useful method for applications in material processing [7], microscopy [8], and in atomic
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state preparation, manipulation and detection [9, 10]. In this paper, a relatively simple
method to generate tunable FSL into the X-ray using Free Electron Lasers (FEL) [11]
is described, opening up new, unexplored areas of atomic and molecular science. One
such area is in the field of mirror image chiral molecules, either left or right handed, also
called enantiomers. When subjected to FSL, a discriminatory optical force in opposite
directions can result for each enantiomer [12].
In the simplest form, FSL beams can be described by a vector superposition of two
orthogonally polarised spatial eigenmodes:
E(r,φ) = E1(r,φ)eˆ1 + e
iβE2(r,φ)eˆ2 (1)
where β is the phase between the two modes and eˆ1 and eˆ2 are orthogonal polarization
vectors. For cylindrically symmetric beams, a Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) set of spatial
eigenmodes and circular polarization basis is adopted, where eˆ1 = eˆL = (eˆx + ieˆy)/
√
2
and eˆ2 = eˆR = (eˆx− ieˆy)/
√
2 correspond to left and right-handed circular polarization
vectors, respectively. The resultant spatial distribution of the polarization is controlled
by the superposition of the eigenmodes:
E1(r,φ) = LLG
`L
pL
; E2(r,φ) = RLG
`R
pR
(2)
where L and R are the field mode amplitudes, p is the radial index, and ` is the orbital
angular momentum (OAM) index of the mode [13]. Taking the modes at the beam waist
w0 and assuming p = 0, the LG modes may be written as [14]:
LG`0(r,φ) =
√
2
piw20|`|!
(√
2r
w0
)|`|
exp
(
− r
2
w20
+ i`φ
)
, (3)
where: r =
√
x2 + y2 is the radial coordinate, and φ = tan−1(y/x) is the azimuthal
coordinate.
If either E1 or E2 is zero, then the resultant beam is an LG mode with spatially
uniform circular polarization. If the two modes have equal amplitudes and the same
OAM (`L = `R), the resultant beam will have spatially uniform linear polarization.
If they have equal amplitudes and equal but opposite OAM (`L = −`R), however,
the resultant Cylindrical Vector (CV) beam [1, 3] will have an azimuthally varying
linear polarization distribution that may be radial, azimuthal or spiral, depending
on the phase difference β. If the two modes have different magnitudes of OAM the
resultant ‘full Poincare´ ’ beam will carry a net OAM and the polarization will vary in
both the azimuthal and radial coordinates and may contain all states of polarization:
linear; elliptical; and circular [2]. Typical examples are the so-called ‘lemon’ and ‘star’
beams [15]. Note that for beams with Cartesian symmetry, the profiles may be better
expressed in as Hermite-Gaussian (HG) modes [16] and with linear polarization vectors
eˆ1 = eˆx, eˆ2 = eˆy.
The generation of such beams commonly relies upon methods that use external
conversion optics to superimpose orthogonally-polarised transverse modes, including
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interferometric techniques [17, 18], q-plates [6, 19], and liquid crystal spatial light
modulators [20]. While earlier works have produced OAM vortex beams in the X-ray
[21, 22], there are, as yet, insufficient optical methods to superimpose OAM beams to
generate the Poincare’ X-ray beams described here. CV beams have been demonstrated
in the ultraviolet using higher harmonic generation [23].
2. Generation of Poincare´ beams using a free electron laser
In this paper, a new FEL method for generating bright, tunable, coherent Poincare´
beams is proposed without the need for any external conversion optics. This optics-free
method allows the extension of Poincare´ beam generation into the X-ray regime for
the first time. It is shown that by combining techniques of polarization and transverse
mode shaping with FEL ‘afterburners’, coherent harmonic emission processes can be
used to generate several classes of Poincare´ beams - including radially polarized CV
beams and ‘star’ Poincare´ beams - with minimal changes to the overall facility layout.
This approach enables the generation of wavelength-tunable, narrowband X-ray FSL
beams in modern FEL facilities providing, for example, high resolution spectroscopy or
scanning over narrow atomic/molecular resonances with structured light pulses.
FELs use highly relativistic electron beams (e-beams) propagating through
undulating magnetic fields (undulators) to generate intense, tunable pulses of light. The
wavelength range of FELs is broad and easily tunable, with current shorter wavelength
facilities operating from the VUV down to hard X-rays [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. The
radiation output is typically a transverse Gaussian mode with nearly full transverse
coherence and a spatially homogeneous polarization that is determined by the magnetic
undulator fields (planar, helical, or elliptical). Polarization control is thus enabled by
undulators with tunable polarity (e.g. [30, 31, 32]), or by a short tunable undulator
section placed immediately downstream. This ‘afterburner’ undulator uses an FEL e-
beam that has a strong coherent bunching from the previous lasing stage to generate
coherent light with a high degree of adjustable polarization [33]. The primary FEL
radiation pulse energy can also be strongly suppressed (but the e-beam bunching
preserved) by using an undulator with reverse-tapering [34] and by e-beam steering [35],
so that only the radiation pulse generated in the afterburner is delivered to experiments.
Currently, such schemes rely on transverse Gaussian afterburner emission at the
first harmonic in which the e-beam bunching wavelength, λb, matches the fundamental
afterburner radiation wavelength resonance, λb = λr = λu(1 +K
2)/2γ2, where λu is the
afterburner period, K is its rms undulator parameter, and γ is the e-beam relativistic
factor. By radiating at harmonics however, where λb = λr/h with h > 1 an integer,
the transverse mode properties of the afterburner emission can be tailored to enable the
generation of FSL beams. For example, in helical undulators that generate circularly
polarized light, the coherent emission at harmonics is well-characterized by an LG mode
with a helical phase and OAM index ` = ∓(h−1) [36]. Both the sign of ` and the circular
polarization vector (eˆx∓ ieˆy)/
√
2 of the radiation are determined by the direction of the
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Free Electron Laser Generation of X-Ray Poincare´ Beams 4
Figure 1. Schematic of the method. A relativistic electron beam is initially bunched
using a reverse-tapered undulator. This suppresses the generation of the linearly
polarised radiation. A dipole kicker (or off-axis quadrupole lattice) then redirects
the electron beam into two Delta undulators tuned so that the electron bunching is at
an harmonic of their fundamental resonant wavelength. The Delta undulators can then
be adjusted for different polarizations and tuning to generate light with transversely
inhomogeneous polarization - Fully Structured Light.
e-beam trajectory and therefore on the left (-) or right (+) handedness of the undulator.
For planar undulators, the emission is linearly polarised, and the harmonic intensity
profiles resemble an HG mode basis set.
Here, we propose extending this concept to two consecutive orthogonally polarised
afterburners, individually adjustable in their strength, polarization, and relative phase.
The two radiation pulses emitted from each of the two undulators overlap spatially
and temporally. Previous versions of this crossed undulator setup have experimentally
demonstrated polarization control at the fundamental [37, 38]. In the method described
here, the electrons emit higher-order transverse modes at the second harmonic in one
or both of the afterburners. This results in an FSL beam with an output field described
by the superpostion of modes, as in Eq. 1. The phase difference, β, between the two
modes can also be controlled by using a small magnetic phase-shifter between the two
afterburners. This also allows phase-shifts due to the slippage between modules to
be compensated, or the polarization pattern to be modified or rotated. Such a setup
can be constructed from two Delta-type (or Apple-II) afterburner undulators [39, 40],
provided that they have sufficient adjustment of their K parameters to access harmonics
- extending the practicality of these undulators to enable transverse polarization control.
3. Simulations Results
The FEL simulation code Puffin [41] is used to model the setup shown in Fig. 1. In
contrast to most other FEL codes, Puffin does not average the electron motion over
an undulator period, allowing modeling of both planar and helical harmonic emission
arising from electron motion at the sub-undulator period scale. The setup is modelled
using parameters based on the LCLS-II project at SLAC [42], with electron beam energy
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4 GeV, peak current I0 = 1 kA, and beam radius σx = 26 µm. The undulator period is
λu = 3.9 cm and each afterburner section has Nu=20 undulator periods.
Time-independent (steady-state) simulations were used to demonstrate the method.
This mode does not model the full temporal duration of the electron beam. However,
as demonstrated in other crossed undulator methods, temporal pulse effects should not
significantly affect the results, as the bunching factor on entering the afterburners is
orders of magnitude larger than any beam shot-noise, and the relative slippage between
electrons and radiation pulses is less than the coherence length [43]. The electrons are
first pre-bunched in a reverse-tapered FEL section with λb = 1.25 nm. This achieves
a bunching factor |b| = 0.45, while also reducing the FEL output power to 1 MW,
three orders of magnitude lower than without the undulator taper. The process for pre-
bunching electrons in a reverse tapered undulator has been described previously [34].
The electron beam bunching process does not differ significantly from the standard
FEL process with the exception of the reduced radiation power. Steering the e-beam to
further reduce the contribution from the background power is not modeled [35], and the
radiation generated in the FEL section is simply removed. The pre-bunched beam then
enters the afterburner Delta undulators, which can be adjusted for linear or circular
polarization and tuned so that the electron bunching is at either the fundamental or
second harmonic. Three polarization distributions that generate FSL beams are now
presented using this setup.
3.1. Vector beams
In the first example, a pair of cross-polarized planar afterburners is simulated. They
are both tuned to a fundamental resonance of λr = 2.5 nm, so that the e-beam
is bunched and radiates at the second harmonic, generating the field E(r,φ) =
1HG10eˆx + e
iβ2HG01eˆy. With 1 = 2, this superposition is seen in Fig. 2 to create
an annular intensity profile with a radial polarization distribution for β = 0. The
polarization map was constructed by calculating the Stokes parameters:
S0 = |Ex|2 + |Ey|2 = |ER|2 + |EL|2,
S1 = |Ex|2 − |Ey|2 = 2 Re(E∗REL),
S2 = 2 Re(E
∗
xEy) = 2 Im(E
∗
REL),
S3 = 2 Im(E
∗
xEy) = |ER|2 − |EL|2, (4)
where the subscripts denote the appropriate linear or circular field components [44].
S0 is the parameter describing temporal intensity. The linear horizontal/vertical,
diagonal linear, and circular polarization are described by S1, S2, and S3, respectively.
The ellipticity, χ, and the orientation, ψ, of a polarization ellipse at each point on
the transverse plane can then be calculated [45], where:
χ =
1
2
sin−1
(
S3
S0
)
, ψ =
1
2
tan−1
(
S2
S1
)
. (5)
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Free Electron Laser Generation of X-Ray Poincare´ Beams 6
Figure 2. Simulation of cylindrical vector polarizations. The electrons are bunched at
the second harmonic of the Delta undulators to give orthogonal linear (top) and circular
(bottom) polarization. The radiation polarization emitted from each Delta undulator
is plotted schematically on the (left) two plots and the combined field simulated from
both undulators on the (right) plot. Red, blue and white lines correspond to linear,
right-circular and left-circular polarization respectively.
The polarization ellipses are then plotted at various points across the intensity
profile. The normalised stokes vector capturing the spatial polarization for these crossed
planar harmonic undulators can be written as,
s =
1
S0
S1S2
S3
 =
 cos(2φ)cos(β) sin(2φ)
sin(β) sin(2φ)
 . (6)
Note that for β 6= 0, the polarization distribution can also contain circular components.
Similarly, with crossed helical undulators tuned so that the bunching is at the
second harmonic, one obtains `R = −1 and `L = 1. If the undulators are the same
length and the bunching factor does not change significantly between them, the modes
have equal amplitude, L = R. We then obtain,
s =
cos(β − 2φ)sin(β − 2φ)
0
 . (7)
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Free Electron Laser Generation of X-Ray Poincare´ Beams 7
The S3 parameter vanishes, so the beam has only linear polarization states which vary
with φ. The generated vector ‘vortex beam’ is also shown in Fig. 2.
We note that, in order for this description to accurately model the final FSL output,
the radiation emitted in each undulator should be well-described by a pure modes.
In Ref. [46], it was shown that with sufficiently large K and periods Nu in a helical
afterburner, coherent radiation from a pre-bunched e-beam is well approximated by an
LG mode in the limit that the e-beam radius satisfies σx > γz
√
Nu/k, such that the
emission angles are dominated by the e-beam and not the undulator emission. The
undulators must also be kept relatively short to reduce the diffraction of the radiation
so that the the transverse sizes of the modes do not significantly differ.
It is seen from Fig. 2 that CV beams are generated when the orthogonal afterburners
both radiate at the second harmonic. Due to the relationship between the polarization
and the transverse modes, only certain CV polarization distributions are available
using this setup. For example, the second harmonic emission does not produce y-
polarised HG10 modes, or `L = −1 modes with left-circular polarization (i.e., no ‘lemon’
beams) [47, 48].
The power of the final radiation pulses in Fig. 2 is of the order of 0.3 MW, which
is consistent with the second harmonic power calculated in [46]. For a single helical
afterburner the radiated coherent power is
P = 4Pbb
2 I0
γIA
(
K2
1 +K2
)2
ln
(
1 + 4N2
4N2
)
(8)
where Pb is the peak e-beam power, IA= 17 kA is the Alfven current, and N = kσ
2
x/Lu
is the Fresnel number of the e-beam with k = 2pi/λb, and Lu = Nuλu the length
of the undulator. This power is the same magnitude as the radiation emitted at the
fundamental of the upstream reverse-tapered FEL, highlighting the need to steer the
pre-bunched electron beam to avoid overlap with the radiation emitted during pre-
bunching. We note from Eqn. (8) that with strong focussing to reduce σx < 26 µm,
the power output can be greatly improved. As the electrons are bunched before the
afterburner, the short undulators needed to account for diffraction still provide high
powers, although the power scaling for a single undulator favors small N . If a longer
afterburner section is desirable, or if required parameters lead to greater diffraction, one
solution is to split the first Delta undulator into two sections and sandwich the second
Delta undulator between these two sections. This leads to better overlap of the two
polarised beams.
3.2. Full Poincare´ beams
The second class of light with spatially inhomogeneous polarization considered is full
Poincare´ beams created from a superposition of LG±10 and LG
0
0 (Gaussian) radiation
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Free Electron Laser Generation of X-Ray Poincare´ Beams 8
Figure 3. Poincare´ polarization distribution downstream of the afterburner. The
Delta undulators are set to have orthogonal circular polarizations. The electrons are
bunched at the second harmonic of the first undulator and the fundamental of the
second undulator. The radiation emitted in each Delta undulator is plotted (left)
along with the combined field from both undulators (right).
with orthogonal circular polarizations. From Eqn. (2), the Stokes vector then becomes,
s =

2
√
2rw0
2r2+w20
cos(β − φ)
2
√
2rw0
2r2+w20
sin(β − φ)
±2r2−w20
2r2+w20
 , (9)
where the + and − signs correspond to (`L, `R) = (1, 0) and (`L, `R) = (0,−1),
respectively. On axis, r = 0, the polarization is purely circular while the at the
radius r = w0/
√
2, the polarization is purely linear, with orientation depending on
φ. Fig. 3 shows the ‘star’ Poincare´ beam output generated in the (`L, `R) = (1, 0) case.
To achieve this combination, the second undulator is tuned so that its fundamental
resonance matches the bunching wavelength at λr = 1.25 nm and the radiation emitted
is Gaussian. The first undulator is tuned to λr = 2.5 nm, radiating at the second
harmonic as before. The electrons radiate with higher power at the fundamental than at
the second harmonic. To compensate and balance the powers between the two radiation
beams, the Delta undulator emitting at the fundamental is detuned from resonance to
reduce its power output. Detuning the undulator will affect the mode size and therefore
polarization structure. Specific undulator detuning is a topic for future studies and will
depend on the specific application.
4. Conclusion
The three x-ray polarization topologies demonstrated here are not the full range of
pulses available with the two Delta undulator arrangement. In addition to varying
the polarization and undulator resonance, other factors can change the polarization
distribution. Both the phase and power ratio between the different transverse modes
can be adjusted which, for example, could be used to create elliptical vector beams.
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Free Electron Laser Generation of X-Ray Poincare´ Beams 9
Slightly detuning the resonance of one undulator will push the radiation further off axis,
which can be used to control the mode overlap [37]. Finally, radiating at even higher
harmonics of a helical undulator will generate the higher order LG modes producing yet
more variants, though the power drops with increasing harmonic number [46].
We note that this method can generate Poincare´ beams at any operational
wavelength of a FEL facility. The advantage of the afterburner configuration is that it is
both simple and cost effective to implement as the afterburners can be added to existing
FEL facilities, or may already exist as the last couple undulator sections. Furthermore,
the method could be combined with other methods. For example, consideration of
temporal or short pulse effects can be envisaged that alter the FSL in the temporal
domain (e.g., [49]) adding a further dimension for potential experimental exploitation.
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